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Abstract: In this study, the durability of phosphogypsum (PG)-based cemented backfill was
investigated by drying-wetting cycles to explore deterioration of its strength and the release of
impurities. The leachates in this test were composed of deionized water, 5% Na2SO4 solution, 5% NaCl
solution, and a range of sulfuric acid solutions with pH values of 1.5, 3, and 5. After drying-wetting
cycles, unconfined compressive strength (UCS), visual deterioration, porosity, microstructure and
concentrations of phosphate and fluoride in the leachates were measured. The results showed that
both saline and acidic solutions could lead to strength reduction of PG-based cemented backfill under
different deterioration mechanisms. The mechanical damage of salinity was caused by micro-cracking
and degradation of C–S–H. However, the H+ broke the backfill by dissolving hydration products,
leaving the conjunctures between PG particles weakened. Furthermore, the environmental impact
was investigated by measuring the concentration of phosphate and fluoride in the leachates. In acidic
solutions, the release of phosphate and fluoride was greatly enhanced by H+. Compared to the
great strength deterioration in saline leachates, the concentration of phosphate and fluoride were
similar to that of deionized water, indicating that saline solutions had little impact on the release of
hazardous impurities.

Keywords: drying-wetting cycles; durability; cemented phosphogypsum backfill; unconfined
compressive strength; environment behavior

1. Introduction

A large number of cavities can be caused by the extraction of underground phosphate ore resources.
Mining and industrial waste are often applied to fill the cavity of mines for the reduction of surface
subsidence, increase of resource recovery and minimization of waste pollution [1–6]. Phosphogypsum
(PG), as the main by-product of the phosphate fertilizer industry, mainly consists of CaSO4·2H2O and
some impurities. Previous studies have demonstrated the feasibility of recycling PG as a backfilling
aggregate from both an engineering and environmental perspective [7,8]. In the PG-based backfill
process, the slurry, consisting of PG, a hydraulic binder and water, has good pumping performance.
When a PG-based backfill is refilled into cavities, the hardened structure of the backfill can provide
early and cured strength [7,9].

Previous studies concentrate on the effect of raw materials (aggregate, binder, and water) on the
cemented backfill process. However, after emplacement, the backfill is probably subject to unfavorable
conditions during its long-term underground storage. Studies have shown that cementitious products
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can be damaged by high levels of salinity and acidity, leading to the expansion, cracking and even
fracture of the hardened structure [10,11]. In the cement industry, factors affecting the evolution of
mechanical properties have been extensively investigated. Firstly, sulfate attack is considered as an
important factor influencing the mechanical performance of cemented materials due to the formation
of gypsum and ettringite [11–15]. Expansive ettringite results in volume expansion and eventual
cracks [16]. The expansion of secondary products can accelerate deterioration of the structure via
penetration of harmful ions through the cracks [13,17]. Besides, chloride can affect the durability of
the cement structure by converting hydration products into Friedel’s salt [18,19]. Liu et al. concluded
that an increase in chloride concentration has a detrimental influence on the unconfined compressive
strength (UCS) of stabilized soil [19]. Furthermore, low pH can affect C–S–H by changing the C/S
ratio [20]. Studies have shown that under the action of acid rain, backfill structures may be damaged or
even completely collapse due to deterioration of cementitious materials [21]. However, the durability
performance of backfill has not been clearly studied under various saline and acidic conditions. The
mechanical properties of backfill are closely related to the safety of mining operations. Hence, the
mechanical properties of backfill exposed to chemical erosion should be evaluated systematically.

As a typical solidification/stabilization (s/s) process, cemented backfill technology can effectively
immobilize the impurities in PG, alleviating environmental pollution [22]. In the cement-based
s/s process, chemical adsorption and physical adsorption are primary fixation mechanisms [23].
Chemical adsorption refers to the chemical precipitation of low solubility species, and usually occurs
with high pH values [23]. Besides, impurities are physically encapsulated by hydration products,
such as C–S–H. Although impurities can be stabilized by cementitious products, it is worth noting
that cement-based solidified/stabilized impurities are vulnerable to external physical and chemical
degradation processes [24,25]. A previous study has pointed out that high NaCl content can increase
the leachability of hazardous components in stabilized soil [19]. Similarly, leaching of toxic impurities
from cement-stabilized soil increases noticeably in an acidic environment [25]. However, studies on
the leaching of hazardous impurities from PG-based backfill are still limited [7,22]. Therefore, research
on the dynamics of impurities in backfill should be conducted under unfavorable conditions.

This study aimed to experimentally analyze the durability and environmental risks of PG-based
backfill. Hydro-mechanical fatigue was used to accelerate the aging of cemented PG-based backfill.
As a common method for durability analysis, a drying-wetting test was conducted in this study.
Changes in the mechanical strength and pollutant contents in leachates were the main research themes.
To this end, PG-based backfill specimens with a curing age of 120 d were exposed to different solutions
(deionized water, 5% Na2SO4 solution, 5% NaCl solution, and a range of acidic solutions with pH
values of 1.5, 3, and 5). Samples were then taken after 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 21 and 30 drying-wetting
cycles. Then, the physical, mechanical and microstructural properties were evaluated, including the
UCS, morphology, mass, porosity, and microstructure. Simultaneously, the pH fluctuation and the
concentration of phosphate and fluoride in the leachates were measured and analyzed.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Raw Material and the Preparation of Backfill Specimens

The experimental PG and binder were purchased from Guizhou Kailin (Group) Co., Ltd., Guiyang,
China. The composite binder was produced in mines by mixing and grinding yellow phosphorous
slag, calcareous material and cement clinker at a ratio of 6:1:3 [26]. The particle size distributions of the
PG and binder were determined by using a particle size analyzer (Mastersizer 2000, Malvern, Malvern,
UK), the results of which are shown in Figure 1. The coefficient of uniformity (Cu) and coefficient of
curvature (Cc) were used to assess the distribution of particle size in the PG, as shown in Table 1. When
PG is used as an aggregate of backfill, the smaller particle size of PG may result in lower strength than
typical mine backfill [8]. The specific gravity values of the PG and binder used in this study were
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2.35 and 3.21, respectively. The chemical compositions of the PG and binder were measured by X-ray
fluorescence (S4 Pioneer, Bruker, Germany), with the results shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Particle size distributions of the phosphogypsum and binder. 
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Table 1. Chemical compositions and physical characteristics of the phosphogypsum and binder.

Chemical Composition
PG Binder

% %

SiO2 1.7 23.4
Fe2O3 0.3 2.6
CaO 35.9 54.4
MgO 0.1 1.7
SO3 50.8 5.5

P2O5 2.6 1.7
Na2O 0.1 1.3
K2O 0.1 0.9
TiO2 0.1 0.5

Physical Characteristic

D10 (µm) 17.51 6.31
D30 (µm) 42.79 13.56
D60 (µm) 92.05 29.18

Cu = D60/D10 5.26
Cc = D30

2/(D60 × D10) 1.14
Specific gravity 2.35 3.21

PG, binder and deionized water (at a ratio of 4:1:5 by weight fraction) were mixed at a rotating
speed of 200 rpm for 30 min. The backfill slurry had a solid concentration of 50% and a binder dosage
of 20%. Compared to the 3~7% of binder used for common cemented paste backfill [7], a high binder
percentage was adopted in this study (20%), which was rationalized as follows: Firstly, the high content
of acid and sulfate in the PG could have led to a higher demand for binder. Secondly, a reduction in the
strength of the cemented materials could have resulted from a lower specific area and lower hydraulic
activity of the binder, and poor design, etc. Therefore, a high binder content was adopted in this study
to ensure the performance of the PG-based backfill. The apparent viscosity of the slurry was 460 mPa·s,
measured by a digital viscometer (NDJ-9S, Fangrui, China). Then, the homogeneous backfill slurry was
cast into a plastic mold of dimensions 40 mm × 40 mm × 40 mm. After the initial setting, specimens
were coded and placed in a chamber at a temperature of 20 ± 1 ◦C and a humidity of 95 ± 1%.

2.2. Drying-Wetting Test

A drying-wetting test was adopted to accelerate the deterioration of the PG-based backfill
specimens. To reduce the hydration effect on degradation, the drying-wetting test was conducted after
120 d of curing, as shown in Figure 2. Extremely high salinity and acidity were chosen to accelerate
the degradation process. Therefore, deionized water, 5% Na2SO4 solution, 5% NaCl solution, and
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three dilute sulfuric acid solutions with pH values of 1.5, 3, and 5 were used as exposure solutions in
this study.Minerals 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 13 
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Figure 2. The development of unconfined compressive strength of the phosphogypsum (PG)-based 
backfill specimens within 120 days. 
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Figure 2. The development of unconfined compressive strength of the phosphogypsum (PG)-based
backfill specimens within 120 days.

The drying-wetting test performed in this study was in accordance with the recommended
method [11,27,28]. Firstly, the PG-based backfill specimens were dried in an oven at 40 ◦C for 48 h.
Secondly, the specimens were submerged in different exposure solutions with a liquid/solid ratio of 5:1
for 24 h at an environment temperature of 20 ◦C. The specimens were then exposed to 1, 3, 5, 10, 15,
21 and 30 drying-wetting cycles, with the leachate sampled after the specified number of cycles and
filtered (0.22 µm) for subsequent chemical analysis.

2.3. UCS Tests

A UCS test is a convenient method for monitoring the quality of backfill [29]. As such, the UCS of
the specimens with 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21 and 30 drying-wetting cycles was measured. A rigid hydraulic
pressure servo machine of 10 kN loading capability (WHY200/10, Hualong, Shanghai, China) was used
to test the UCS of the specimens at a constant displacement rate of 0.1 mm/min. To avoid randomness
and contingency in the test data, each test was performed three times and the mean values obtained for
subsequent analysis. According to the mine operators of Guizhou Kailin (Group) Co., Ltd., the strength
of PG-based backfill should be more than 1.0 MPa to satisfy the needs of safe mining operations.

2.4. Chemical Analysis

The pH values of leachates were measured using a pH meter (STARTER300, Ohaus, Parsippany,
NJ, America). The concentration of F– was measured by a fluorine ion-selective electrode (PF-1-01, Leici,
Shanghai, China). The concentrations of SO4

2– and dissolved PO4
3– were tested via a spectrophotometer

(UV1800, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). Specifically, barium chromate spectrophotometry was employed
to evaluate SO4

2– concentration in the leachates, while the concentration of dissolved PO4
3– was

determined by ammonium molybdate tetrahydrate spectrophotometry.

2.5. Porosity Measurement

Volume accuracy of the specimen is usually required in typical methods of porosity
measurement [30]. However, due to spalling on the surface of specimens, volume testing may
be inaccurate and result in measurement errors of the total porosity. Therefore, the porosity change
was evaluated as follows:

p =
mn−s −mn−d

mn−s
× 100%, (1)

where p was the porosity of the specimen; mn−s was the saturated mass of the specimen after n cycles;
and mn−d was the dry mass of the specimens after n cycles. Mass changes in the specimens were
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measured before and after treatment with the exposure solutions by electronic balance with a capacity
of 2 kg and an accuracy of 0.01 g.

2.6. Microstructural Studies

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) were conducted
to evaluate the microstructural development of the PG-based cemented backfill using the HELIOS
NamoLab 600i (FEI, Lake Oswego, America). To prevent further hydration, fractured pieces of
PG-based backfill specimens were immediately soaked in an ethanol solution after UCS tests [7]. Prior
to the SEM analysis, fractured pieces were dried in an oven at 40 ◦C. Owing to their poor conductivity,
broken specimens were covered with a layer of gold coating in a vacuum to meet the inspection
requirements. SEM and EDS analyses were operated at a magnification factor of 2500, an accelerating
voltage of 10.00 kV, and a working distance of 6.0 mm.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Properties of Backfill Exposed to Chemical Solutions

3.1.1. Visual Assessment

Figure 3 shows the appearance of the PG-based backfill specimens after 30 drying-wetting cycles.
Specimens exposed to deionized water were visually intact, while deterioration was observed for
specimens under other conditions (in both acidic and saline conditions). When the specimens were
soaked in acidic solutions, there was obvious spalling and pores on the surface of the specimens.
When specimens were exposed to saline solutions, there were quite different destruction modes, with
salting-out and microcracks observed. Due to the recrystallization of saline, a great number of white
crystals appeared on the surface of the backfill specimens. To some extent, the crystallization pressure
contributes to the formation of microcracks [31]. Notably, when the specimens were exposed to 5%
Na2SO4, there was an obvious propagation of microcracks, resulting from the expansion of secondary
gypsum and secondary ettringite. Presumably, the large amount of SO4

2– in the solution combines
with Ca2+ derived from C–H or C–S–H to form the secondary gypsum [32–35]. At the same time, SO4

2–

may also promote the continued growth of ettringite [36]. The expansive properties of these secondary
products seemingly enhance the formation of microcracks in the backfill.
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3.1.2. Microstructure

The microstructure of the deteriorated specimens was studied by SEM–EDS, as shown in Figure 4.
For the specimens cured for 120 days under normal conditions (at the temperature of 20 ◦C and
humidity of 95%), the hydration process proceeded smoothly, and the PG particles were surrounded
by a large amount of hydration products, including ettringite and C–S–H. However, for the specimens
subjected to acidic and saline solutions, there were some morphological changes after 30 drying-wetting
cycles. In the acidic environment (pH = 1.5), a large number of naked PG particles were observed,
which may be related to the dissolution of hydration products [37]. As a result, conjunctions of the PG
particles were broken, resulting in spalling of the PG-based backfill from a macroscopic perspective.
In the NaCl solution, many regular crystals among the PG particles were observed, with EDS analysis
indicating that the regular crystals were recrystallized NaCl (as presented in Figure 5). A large
amount of recrystallized salt was observed in the SEM images, which was consistent with the visual
observation results. When the specimens were submerged in 5% NaCl solution, salt recrystallization
inside the backfill generated disruptive pressure and contributed to the propagation and emergence of
microcracks, as shown in Figure 3. For the specimens submerged in Na2SO4 solution, a great amount
of needle-like ettringite and recrystallized Na2SO4 was observed between the PG particles. As the
volume of secondary ettringite and recrystallized Na2SO4 increased [38], it induced crystallization
pressure, culminating in the cracking of the backfill specimens.
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3.1.3. Pore Structure

Pore structure has a significant influence on the mechanical properties of cemented backfill [39,40].
Thus, the porosity of the backfill specimens was measured to evaluate the mechanical performance of
the PG-based backfill. In this study, the porosity was characterized by the mass ratio of pore water and
the saturated specimen, as shown in Equation (1).

Figure 6 shows the porosity of the backfill specimens after 30 drying-wetting cycles. The porosity of
specimens exposed to deionized water after the first drying-wetting cycle (23.55%) could be interpreted
as the initial state, as shown by the dotted line in Figure 6. It may be observed that in deionized water,
the porosity of the specimens increased slightly with the extension of drying-wetting cycles. A probable
reason for this is the original hydration products that filled in the pores were gradually dissolved.
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On the other hand, the porosity of the specimens increased significantly in acidic conditions. After
30 total drying-wetting cycles, specimens exposed to acidic conditions showed a gradual increase in
porosity with an increase in the acidity of the leachates, which was highly noticeable in comparison
to the specimen submerged in deionized water. This increase in porosity in acidic conditions may
be explained as follows: Firstly, the presence of more H+ was able cause greater dissolution of the
hydration products, resulting in the exposure of naked PG—as presented in Figure 4. Secondly, the
solubility of the aggregate (CaSO4·2H2O) increased with the increase in H+, resulting in more voids in
the backfill. Hence, there was a higher porosity in the acidic condition.

When the specimens were immersed in saline solutions, the porosity of the specimens first
decreased and then increased. In the first ten cycles, the continuous recrystallization of the saline
(Na2SO4 and NaCl) filled up tiny pores in specimens, probably generating the observed decrease in
porosity. With the formation of secondary gypsum and ettringite, the porosity of specimens decreased
more significantly in the Na2SO4 solution [41]. After ten cycles, however, the porosity increased rapidly
with the extension of drying-wetting tests, as shown in Figure 6. This increase in porosity (presented in
Figure 6) and the appearance of microcracks (presented in Figure 3) were probably caused by expansive
cracks of the recrystallized saline and secondary products.

3.1.4. Strength Evolution

To analyze the strength evolution of the backfill, UCS tests were conducted [42,43]. Figure 7
compares the UCS results of the PG-based backfill specimens exposed to different leaching solutions
after 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21 and 30 drying-wetting cycles. In general, the results of the visual assessment
were in good agreement with the UCS tests. As shown in Figure 8, the more severe the visual damage
on the surface of the PG-based backfill specimens, the lower the strength of specimens. Specimens
in deionized water were visually intact with little change in UCS evolution, whereas both in saline
and acid solution, PG-based backfill specimens exhibited visual damage and a decrease in their
mechanical strength.
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Figure 7. Unconfined compressive strength of the PG-based backfill specimens at different
drying-wetting cycles and exposure solutions.
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When exposed to the saline solutions, the UCS of the specimens decreased significantly by about
40%. The strength reduction in saline solutions may be explained as follows: Firstly, the large amount of
Na+ in the leachates potentially replaces the Ca2+ in C–S–H, which lowered the Ca/Si ratio and resulted
in strength reduction of C–S–H [44–46]. Secondly, as mentioned above, disruptive pressures generated
by recrystallized saline (NaCl and Na2SO4) in pores resulted in the development of microcracks. As a
result, the structure was broken with the lowered strength of the specimens [47].

Noticeably, UCS reduction of specimens exposed to Na2SO4 was more pronounced than those
exposed to NaCl. This was likely caused by the large formation of expansive ettringite in Na2SO4

solution. As shown in Figure 4, a great deal of ettringite induced by SO4
2– can enhance the crystallization

pressure, leading to the formation of large microcracks. This result suggests that dissolved SO4
2– is an

important factor in accelerating the strength deterioration of backfill. This result was also consistent
with a previous study, which reported that a 48% drop in UCS is observed when concrete is exposed to
Na2SO4 solution for 22 months [48].

When the specimens were exposed to acidic solutions, the presence of more H+ appeared to
lead to a greater loss of UCS. Chen et al. concluded that acid rain attack can decrease the UCS of
cementitious materials by 34.2% [21]. In this study, the UCS of the backfill decreased by 39.9%, 15.7%,
and 2.81% for the acidic exposure solutions of pH 1.5, 3 and 5, respectively (after 30 drying-wetting
cycles). This decrease in strength was probably caused by the dissolution of hydration products,
which plays a key role in strength enhancement. Firstly, as shown in Figure 4, naked PG particles
indicated the dissolution of hydration products. Secondly, the low pH value of pore water was able
to directly inhibit the hydration processes, resulting in decreased strength [49]. In addition to the
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decrease of hydration products, the dissolution of the aggregate (CaSO4·2H2O) contributed to strength
reduction. The solubility of CaSO4·2H2O increased with the decrease in pH values, resulting in
structural deterioration and the decrease in the strength of the backfill.

Studies have shown that, in a mine, adequate UCS is about 0.7–2.0 MPa [50,51], and the required
strength varies largely in line with the function and application of the backfill. According to mine
operators, adequate strength of PG-based backfill is about 1.0 MPa. As shown in Figure 8, the lowest
residual strength is 0.99 MPa (Na2SO4, 30 cycles). In this case, the PG-based backfill can satisfy the
safety requirements for operation in mines, even when subjected to extremely unfavorable conditions
(e.g., high salinity or acidity).

3.2. Impurity Dynamics Through Drying-Wetting Cycles

3.2.1. Fluctuation of pH Values

It is well known that pH has an important influence on the hydration process of cemented
backfill [49]. Therefore, the pH values of leachates during 30 drying-wetting cycles were measured to
assess the hydration process of the PG-based backfill, the results of which are presented in Figure 9.
The pH value of each leachate was higher than that of its original solution. When the specimens were
immersed in deionized water, alkaline cementitious agents led to the alkalescence of the leachates.
In the acidic environment, hydration products, such as C–H and C–S–H, may have reacted with H+,
resulting in a pH higher than that of the original solutions [21]. For the specimens exposed to saline
solution, the pH value of the leachates was higher than that of the specimens exposed to deionized
water, since SO4

2– and Cl– could react as follows [19,52]:

Ca(OH)2 + 2SO4
2− + 2H2O = CaSO4 · 2H2O + 2OH−a = 1, (2)

Ca(OH)2 + 2Cl− = CaCl2 + 2OH− (3)

resulting in the release of OH– and a rapid increase in pH values. Generally speaking, the pH value of
each leachate decreased as the drying-wetting cycles proceeded, presumably due to the consumption
of alkaline substances in the backfill specimens [7].
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3.2.2. Dynamics of Phosphate and Fluoride

Previous studies have focused on the mechanical performance of mine backfill. However, PG, the
aggregate of PG-based backfill, contains some impurities, such as phosphate and fluoride, which may
cause serious environmental pollution [53]. Previous studies have shown that impurities originating
from PG can be effectively fixed during the backfill process [7,22]. In PG-based backfill slurry, fluoride
reacts with calcium to form precipitated Ca–F compounds (such as CaF2) and Ca–P compounds (such
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as Ca3(PO4)2 and CaHPO4) [8]. However, these solidified impurities may be gradually released over
time under unfavorable conditions [54]. Thus, a crucial point of reusing PG as an aggregate is to assess
the chemical stability of the impurities in the PG-based backfill, since the backfill would be affected by
underground conditions for a long period.

The pollution risk of phosphate and fluoride to water bodies has been emphasized recently.
Figure 10 compares the cumulative leaching quantities of fluoride and dissolved phosphate in different
the leachates. Generally, these findings suggest that solidified components can be released under
unfavorable conditions after drying-wetting cycles, while the release quantities of phosphate and
fluoride is related to the solution type.
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As shown in Figure 10, a low pH has the largest impact on the release of fluoride and phosphate.
The cumulative quantity of fluoride is increased by over 10 times when specimens are exposed to an
acidic environment. Undissolved CaF2 is dissolved slightly by H+, leading to the release of fluoride.
According to Figure 10b, in terms of phosphate, the cumulative quantity of dissolved phosphate
leached by an acidic solution (pH = 1.5) is almost 150 times higher than that leached by deionized
water. The sharp increase observed in the content of dissolved phosphate may be explained by the
following reasons: Firstly, the dissolution of precipitated Ca–P compounds is an important factor.
Secondly, the lattice constant of eutectic phosphate (CaHPO4·2H2O) is similar to that of CaSO4·2H2O,
indicating that CaHPO4·2H2O enters the CaSO4·2H2O lattice to form a eutectic phosphate. As the
CaSO4·2H2O lattice is seemingly destroyed by H+, eutectic phosphate is released into the surrounding
environment, leading to an increase in the content of dissolved phosphate.

Saline solution had little influence on the release of fluoride, as shown in Figure 10a. The
cumulative fluoride quantities in both Na2SO4 and NaCl solutions were similar to those in deionized
water. However, the release of phosphate in saline solutions was slightly higher than that of deionized
water (almost 1.8 mg/L in saline solutions and 0.8 mg/L in deionized water) due to the damage of
CaSO4·2H2O crystals. In addition, a portion of phosphate in the form of eutectic phosphate appeared
to dissolve out of the gypsum lattice dissolution.

4. Conclusions

Through a drying-wetting test of 30 cycles, this study examined the mechanical change of PG-based
backfill and the environmental dynamics of the pollutants. Based on the test results, a number of
conclusions were drawn.

Firstly, in terms of the environment, high acidity had the largest impact on the release of impurities,
since solidified components were dissolved by H+. In comparison, the presence of environmental
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saline solution had a slight effect on the release of impurities. Secondly, from the perspective of
strength evolution, both salinity and acidity led to significant strength reduction in the backfill under
different mechanisms. In the acidic environment, the dissolution of hydration products was the main
reason for the reduction in strength. In the saline solution, the strength of the backfill specimens was
lowered due to the expansion of micro-cracks and the weakening of hydration products. Although
significant strength reduction was observed under unfavorable conditions, PG-based backfill can
maintain adequate strength for the safe operation of mines. Therefore, the utilization of PG-based
backfill technology is an effective method to fill the cavity of mines.
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